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Miles Davis, supremely cool behind his shades. Billie Holiday, eyes closed and head tilted back
in full cry. John Coltrane, one hand behind his neck and a finger held pensively to his lips. These
iconic images have captivated jazz fans nearly as much as the music has. Jazz photographs are
visual landmarks in American history, acting as both a reflection and a vital part of African
American culture in a time of immense upheaval, conflict, and celebration. Charting the
development of jazz photography from the swing era of the 1930s to the rise of black nationalism
in the ’60s, Blue Notes in Black and White is the first of its kind: a fascinating account of the
partnership between two of the twentieth century’s most innovative art forms. Benjamin Cawthra
introduces us to the great jazz photographers—including Gjon Mili, William Gottlieb, Herman
Leonard, Francis Wolff, Roy DeCarava, and William Claxton—and their struggles, hustles,
styles, and creative visions. We also meet their legendary subjects, such as Duke Ellington,
sweating through a late-night jam session for the troops during World War II, and Dizzy Gillespie,
stylish in beret, glasses, and goatee. Cawthra shows us the connections between the
photographers, art directors, editors, and record producers who crafted a look for jazz that
would sell magazines and albums. And on the other side of the lens, he explores how the
musicians shaped their public images to further their own financial and political goals. This
mixture of art, commerce, and racial politics resulted in a rich visual legacy that is vividly on
display in Blue Notes in Black and White. Beyond illuminating the aesthetic power of these
images, Cawthra ultimately shows how jazz and its imagery served a crucial function in the
struggle for civil rights, making African Americans proudly, powerfully visible.

'As the first book to bring a Science and Technology Studies perspective to disaster studies, The
Dynamics of Disaster shows how disaster planning and remediation can benefit from attention
to issues such as local knowledge, uncertainty, undone science, and knowledge gaps. In
addition to the book's importance to the social sciences, it also brings valuable and practical
policy insights into the problem of how to design sociotechnical systems that are both more
resilient and more just.'Professor David J. Hess, Science and Technology Studies Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute'Hurricane Katrina raised far more questions than answers about natural
disasters. How are disasters 'political'? How are disasters shaped by the natural environment as
they shape it? What does culture mean for disaster vulnerability and resilience? Dynamics of
Disaster is an outstanding collection of essays by senior researchers and bright and energetic
young scholars, who come together here to answer these questions, and more. This book
places Katrina, and the idea of disaster, in a global context, and draws on a wide range of
disciplines and approaches. It is a must-read book for those interested in cutting-edge research
on disasters.'Thomas A. Birkland, William T. Kretzer Professor of Public Policy, North Carolina



State University'Disasters are often blamed on the whims of nature, but we rest in such
simplistic explanations at our peril. As the essays in this volume make clear, even disasters
widely perceived as 'natural' typically implicate human artifacts, organizations, technologies, and
choices. Building on research in Science and Technology Studies and other social science
fields, the authors show how disasters are embedded in, and shaped by, the societies in which
they unfold. Dynamics of Disaster should be required reading not only for disaster managers but
also for urban planners, engineers, and others engaged in designing the built environment and
managing technological systems.'Stephen Hilgartner, Department of Science & Technology
Studies, Cornell UniversityAbout the AuthorRachel A. Dowty is an assistant professor in the
Department of Geography, Louisiana State University, USABarbara L. Allen is an associate
professor and the director of the graduate program in Science, Technology and Society (STS) at
Virginia Tech, USA
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Ebook Library Reader, “Modern classical. Informative piece of literature. Providing a great look
into modern classical music in its original form.”

ivor, “Blue Notes in Black and White. Interesting insight into America's African-american culture
which has spreaduniversally in a single century.The author has given us a different "look" at
thecreators of this wonderful genesis.”

Avid Reader of Mysteries, “Well received gift. This was a gift for my brother who is into Black and
White photography and Jazz so it was a natural!  He seems to be enjoying it!”

Kind of Blue, “Enjoyable read with magnificent photos. Cawthra's book examines the complexity
of race, identity, and art. At a time when African Amercians are fighting for full and equal
citizenship, jazz and its creators struggle to be seen as legitimate. Along the way another art
form, photography, also gains ground as its burgeoning masters document the jazz scene and
those who created it. The magnificent photos and the author's thoughtful look at the
contradictions of equality and independence and art and entertainment in America make for a
very enjoyable read. A great choice for any jazz or photography lover.”

Lola, “a good book.. Lovely photos, a good book.”

The book by Anthony Saunders has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 16 people have provided feedback.
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